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ANCIENT G R E E K LONG - V O W E L SYSTEMIC D E V E L O P M E N T 
IN A SHORT SURVEY FOR T H E DIDACTICAL PURPOSES 

In two more extensive monographs and in a number of articles published in 
various periodicals I tried during the last twelve years to analyze the development 
of the long-vowel, short-vowel and consonantal (sub)systems in the world of Greek 
dialects. In spite of the fact that some partial problems may appear as insufficiently 
elucidated so far, the main lines of this systemic development are already established, 
in our opinion, with a rather high degree of probability. This is the reason why, as 
a matter of fact, an attempt should already be made to employ the results of the 
above-said analysis for the didactical purposes in the field of Ancient Greek histo
rical grammar. In the present article I shall try to outline the main trends of the 
long-vowel systemic development, supplementing my exposition with graphical 
surveys on pp. 76 if.1 

A) As a starting point in research into the history of the long-vowel system in 
Greek we must consider the presupposed form of the proto-Greek long-vowel system 
with five long monophthongs (a, e, i, 5, u) [see our scheme A], 

This system seems to have been typical for Mycenaean Greek (i.e. for the Pelo-
ponnesian and Aegean Achaean) in spite of the high possibility that already in this 
early Greek dialect the vestiges of the local accomplishment of the so-called first 
compensatory lengthening may be discovered (e.g. in the expressions a-ke-rai-te = 
= agerantes?. < *agers-, or -o-pe-ro-si = ophelonsi < *ophdnonsi). But as the e- and 
d-products of this Mycenaean phonological change fused with the primary e and o, 
no change in the above-mentioned long-vowel system was left in this way. 

B) The first differentiation process within this five-member proto-Greek long-
vowel system occurred in our opinion in the Doric dialect of Elis. It is a well-known 
feature of Elean that the sign A occurs very frequently for the primary, proto-Greek e 
in this dialect (cf., e.g., the frequent Elean fid = Att. firi or la. = elrj), whereas the 
secondary Elean e, no matter if it had arisen by the compensatory lengthening or 
by the isovocalic contraction of e + e, o + o, was regularly reproduced by E , or 
later by H. The just-mentioned Elean tendency to reproduce the primary e by means 
of the sign A may be traced as far back as to the earliest Elean inscriptions from the 

1 This paper, read in the University of Amsterdam in December 1971, is a modified version of the 
summary of my monograph Development of the Long-Vowel System in Anoient Greek Dialects, 
Prague 1966, Amsterdam (Hakkert) 19722, esp. pp. 131ff. Cf. also Classification of the West 
Greek Dialects at the Time about 350 B. C , Prague—Amsterdam 1972, esp. 96ff. 
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first half of the 6th cent. B.C., whereas, on the other hand, some time after the 
adoption of the Ionic alphabet about the middle of the 4th cent. B.C. the above-
mentioned tendency markedly began to lose its ground. But let us stress, at the 
same time, that the sign A appears at no time to be established as the only possible 
spelling of the Elean substitute for the primary e, not even in the earliest documents. 

On the other hand, we do not encounter one single case of graphic insteadiness 
with respect to the signs A and E , or to A and H , in situations when the original a 
is reproduced; this phone is reproduced in Elean quite consistently with the sign A. 
In our opinion this fact justifies our belief that the Elean substitute for the primary e, 
even through frequently reproduced with the sign A, never fused with the original a, 
but was simply written with the same sign for want of another more suitable repro
duction. In these circumstances the most correct standpoint appears to be to take 
the Elean substitute for the primary e for a very open f, if not for a, which differed 
phonetically both from the phoneme a, and from the secondary e originating later 
through compensatory lengthening or through conctraction [see our scheme C, type 
No. I A]. 

Thus we have to do with three independent e- and a- phonemes in the Elean 
systemic type I A in the scheme C, i.e. the phoneme a (the original a reproduced 
by A, e.g. in vlxa), the phoneme a (the original e, reproduced sometimes by A, 
sometimes by E , or later H , e.g. in la or eie/e&j), and the phoneme e, secondary in 
origin and reproduced always by E or H , e.g. in efil/fj/iL This assumes the Elean 
existence of two e-phonemes on the front-vowel axis, whereas on the back-vowel 
axis only one o- phoneme was situated, which was always reproduced by O, or 
later Q, no matter of what Origin it was. 

The fact that the Elean o-product of the first compensatory lengthening fused 
quite completely and without residue with the primary 6, whereas the Elean e-product 
of the same lengthening was always both phonetically and phonemically separated 
from the local substitute for the primary e, seems safely to indicate that the primary e 
had changed into a? prior to the first lengthening, while the new secondary e, which 
originated in the course of the first compensatory lengthening, simply filled later the 
wide gap between I and a (see § c sub C). In this way, we may perhaps quite rightly 
place the Elean opening change e > a before the beginning of the first millennium 
B.C. 

(?) The above-said Elean development was, of course, only a marginal episode 
in the differentiation development of the Greek long-vowel system. The first really 
very important systemic differentiation in the long-vowel system came into being in 
connection with the accomplishment of the first compensatory lengthening of the 
type *esmi > emi in those dialects in which a special close e- and 5- result was pro
duced by this process. 

We have said above that already in Mycenaean Greek some vestiges of the accom
plishment of the first compensatory lengthening may be found, its e-and ©"-products 
having here fused with primary e, b most probably (see § a sub C). As such vestiges 
were discovered both in Pylos and in Enossos — and as the first lengthening with 
the same results is documented also in Arcadian (i.e. a Classical Greek dialect rather 
closely related to Mycenaean from the genetic point of view)—one may assume that 
the said lengthening affected probably the whole Mycenaean Peloponnese as well as 
some parts at least of the Achaean colonization area on the Aegean islands. 

When after the fall of the Mycenaean centres the Dorians settled in the south 
of Greece, their language was no doubt influenced in many features by the Mycenaean 
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dialects of the Peloponnese (Old Achaean dialects) and perhaps also by those of 
Central Greece (Old Aeolic?). And one of the rather early manifestations of this 
influence probably was the compensatory lengthening of the type *esmi > emi, 
an easy means of eliminating a number of consonantal groups. It was to be expected 
that in Peloponnesian Doric this lengthening would assume the local, substrate 
Achaean form, i.e. with e-/o- products identical in quality with the primary e, 
In fact this is what really occurred in Laconia, Messenia, Western Argolid, in the 
Dorian islands of the Aegean Sea, whose settlers must have arrived by way of the 
Peloponnese, further in Central Greek Boeotia, and most probably also in North-
Peloponnesian Achaea. 

By contrast, in the Dorian areas of North-West Greece and in the Dorian and 
Ionian regions round the Isthmus and the Saronic Gulf, i.e. in Corinthia, Megarid, 
Eastern Argolid as well as in Attica, Euboea and the adjacent Ionian islands, the first 
compensatory lengthening produced a special result for e and o: the arising lengthened 
i- and o- vowels failed, for reasons unknown to us, to find in the local long-vowel 
system phonemes with which they could fuse, and finally assumed the position 
of independent close p-/p- phonemes, thus giving rise to a significant innovation in 
the long-vowel system (see § b sub C as weD as the systemic type No. II in the same 
stage of development). [This important innovation resulting in origination of a new 
pair of e-jo- phonemes did not penetrate further into the Peloponnese not so much 
owing to the high mountain-ranges as to the probable fact that the first compen
satory lengthening had already token place here before, with its e-jo- results being 
quite identical with the primary e/o under the influence of the Achaean substra
tum.] 

In the innovating dialects, the long-vowel system got enriched by two new 
members, the secondary e, o occupying the position of the close p, whereas the 
primary e, o, which had up till then had a mid-long position, shifted apparently to 
the open position of £, 

As to the chronology of this systematic transformation, it was older than the 
well-known Attio-Ionic change of a to w, as we can see from the fact that the proto-
Greek stalnd was first lengthened into staid and only then changed into stele. Since 
the Attic-Ionic accomplishment of the first lengthening seems to have been chrono
logically connected with that of the North-West and Saronic Doric areas and is to 
be considered, thus, as post-Mycenaean, and since it was apparently a later phe
nomenon when compared to the above-mentioned Elean opening process of e to a, 
we may perhaps take for granted that the Attic-Ionic and North Doric origin of the 
new pair of long e- and o-vowels may be attributed most probably to the 11th cen
tury B.C. 

By the transformation of the original three-grade long-vowel system into a four-
grade one the entire area of the Greek language, which before was characterized 
by the same number of five long monophthongs, got now divided into as many as 
three parts with respect to the number of the monophthongs in their long-vowel 
system: it was the archaic type No. I disposing of five long monophthongs, the 
innovation type No. II with seven of them and the half-innovation type No. I A 
(i.e. Elean) with only six long monophthongs. [Let us add here that type I comprized 
also Lesbian and Thessalian, two dialects where instead of the lengthening gemination 
of the type ip/ii, fioAAa is documented.] 

This means that apart from Elean there existed about 1000 B.C. an important 
line of division separating the southern archaic dialects of five long monophthongs 
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from the northern innovating dialects of seven long monophthongs. The above-said 
line of division ran at first through the middle of the Corinthian Golf, then continued 
across the borderland between the Corinthian and Achaean territories and, further 
south-east, across that between the Corinthian and West Argolic areas, and finally 
entered the Aegean Sea trough the hilly region between Western and Eastern Argolid. 

D) The stage D in the differentiation development of the Qreek long-vowel 
system is characterized by the Attic-Ionic change of the original long a into u, 
which probably occurred in the 10th century B.C. at the latest. This change itself 
did not result in an increase of the number of phonemes in any of the dialects con
cerned, but nevertheless, the mutual relations of the long monophthongs within 
this system got somewhat reshaped — as may be seen in type II A of our scheme D. 
Sub D we must now distinguish four types: 

a) Type I is the archaic one, with five monophthongs (and contains dialects 
unaffected by any systemic innovation); 

b) type I A is the half-archaic one, admitting innovation only on the front-
vowel axis and having thus 6 monophthongs (it comprizes only Elean); 

c) type II disposes of a new, close ?-/p- pair, as well as of an a- vowel that did 
not shift to the position of a (we have to deal here with the North-West dialects 
and with the Saronic Doric dialects, i.e. those spoken in the neighbourhood of the 
Isthmus and the Saronic Gulf); 

d) and finally the fourth type, type II A, likewise with two additional 
phonemes, their long a-vowel being, however, shifted to the position of a (this type 
concerned only Attic-Ionic). [Let us add that at least in the Ionic of Asia Minor 
the newly arisen very open <Z possibly fused so quickly with the open primary \ e.g. 
in stala that it might not even be necessary to ascribe here the transitional <7 the 
character of an independent phoneme.] 

The main line of division, however, between the two innovation types, on the 
one hand, and the two more archaic types, on the other hand, remained unchanged 
so far. But in future it was not destined to have a long duration, the main disturbing 
factor being here the northern innovation system pressing southward. 

This sort of pressure will be better understandable if we take into consideration 
the functional loading of the individual phonemes of the archaic Greek long-vowel 
system with its five members (i, e, a, 5, u). Even without extensive statistical analyses 
it is clear that the two phonemes representing the highest degree of olose quality 
(i.e. l and u) had a very low frequency of occurrence in pro to-Greek (and in most 
Greek dialects even in the Classical Era), when compared with the other three mono
phthongs (a, e, 5). And since the compensatory lengthening of the type esmi > emi 
was running its course in almost the entire Greek dialectal world—only Thes"ilian 
and Aeolic of Lesbos excepted—then this condition was bound to become even 
more pronounced in most of the Greek dialects after the accomplishment of the 
said lengthening, for neither short i nor u that had to be lengthened into i, u in 
this way was in principle as frequent as the short a, e, o, which were changing 
into a, e, 6 through this compensatory lengthening. 

E) This danger of overloading too much especially the long e-jd- vowels was re
moved, as we have already seen sub c), in the extensive stretch of the territory 
from the furthermost north-west of Greece to the shores of the Saronic Gulf and 
the adjacent islands by the transformation of the older original long-vowel system of 
five members into a system of seven members. This systemic development was a sort 
of helpful protection from the too great overloading of the primary e, o and it 
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meant that while the new long i and w (and also a) arisen through the first 
compensatory lengthening fused with the primary I, u, a, the new long e, 5 turned 
into independent close o phonemes about 1000 B.C. 

Such a sort of systemic transformation proved to be a very helpful resource 
against overloading the long e-jo- vowels even when in the 9th century B.C. at the 
latest the second compensatory lengthening of the type pheronsa > pherosa and 
tons > tos was running its course. This lengthening process affected both the se
condary intervocalic group -ns- (e.g. the adjectival and participial forms like *pantjo 
> pansa > pasa, or *pherontja > pheronsa > pherosa, further the datives of plur. 

of consonantal stems like pantsi > pansi > pasi and in some Greek dialects also the 
ending of the 3rd person of plur. act. like pheronti > pherontsi > pherosi), and the 
primary final -ns (e.g. the acc. plur. of the o-stems like tons > tos). This second 
compensatory lengthening found in the Greek dialectal world the following docu
mentation: 

aa) The Greek dialects disposing of two e-/o-pairs, i.e. the North-West dialects, 
as well as Corinthian, Megarian and East Argolic, and together with them also 
Attic-Ionic (meanwhile extended as far as the west coast of Asia Minor), all these 
dialects were well prepared for gaining control over the new situation: on the model 
of their foregoing development they simply shifted the e-/o-results of even this 
lengthening process into their older close $-/p-pair so that we find in them the spelling 
EI, OY both in ri&eloa, <pegovaa, rovg and in eifii, fiovXd (or —tj) in contrast 
to the spelling H, Q in ifrrjxe, idcoxe. This development was adopted by all the dialects 
of the innovation type II and IIA, which considerably strengthened the functional 
loading of their close f-/p-pair in this way. On the other hand, the archaic dialects, 
which were short of the close g-/p-pair, were bound to adopt another treatment 
and they followed one of the remaining four ways: 

a/9) In Laconian, Messenian, Boeotian, and possibly also in Achaean and Pam-
phylian, the second lengthening was accomplished quite regularly, its e-jo- results 
having fused with the local mid-long primary e and o, bringing a still higher functional 
load to them. That is why we can find here the spelling Q not only in idcoxe and 
ffwXd, but also in q>6Qa>oa and rc&f. 

b) One part of the Greek dialects disposing of only one e-/o-pair accomplished 
the second lengthening inside the word only (i.e. only in forms such as pheronsa > 
> -osa), and not at the end of the word (i.e. not in words like tons, which either 
remained unchanged, or more frequently were simplified into tds). This concerned 
the Doric dialects of the East Aegean islands, like Rhodes, Cos, Thera etc., further 
the Cretan subdialects from the western and eastern parts of this island, and also 
the dialect of Elis. In most of these regions we find participial forms such as (pdgcoaa, 
written with Q and indicating a mid-long pronunciation of the lengthened o, only 
in Rhodes and Cos forms such as dyovaa are documented, but all of them admit 
a special, mostly supradialectal explanation. 

c) In several dialects the compensatory process went so to say only half-way, 
resulting in the formation of a ,.compensatory diphthong". This was accomplished 
with full consistence only in Lesbos; see e.g. the forms (ptgoura, TO(Q. In the Doric 
world this phenomenon took place either only inside the word (this is the case of 
Cyrene and exceptionally also of Thera, where we find nalaa instead of naaa, and 
also of Alcman's poems, but not of inscriptional Laconian), or it occurred only at 
the end of the word (in Elis, where we find the rhotacized TOIQ for original tons — 
beside the rather obscure early form T6Q, which is sometimes explained as a lengthened 
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tos, but may be better interpreted as a rather archaic tons with a very weakly pro
nounced n. 

d) In all the other dialects the second compensatory lengthening was not accom
plished at all, this being the case in Thessalian (where not even the first compensatory 
lengthening took place), in Central Cretan, in West Argolic, and in Arcadian (while 
the Cypriot situation is difficult to reconstruct). 

As it may be seen, the second lengthening must be ascribed a great significance 
in the development of the Greek language. But it left only limited traces in the 
rearrangement of the long-vowel system in the Attic-Ionic area. It was here that 
a new a, originating through this lengthening e.g. in ndaa, occupied a vacant 
place—whioh was left free after the accomplishment of the change a > H — and 
thus increased the number of the Attic-Ionic vowels by one (see type No. IIA in 
our scheme E). The Attic-Ionic situation at the same time helps us to ascertain the 
relative chronology of the accomplishment of the second lengthening. Since the 
lengthened forms like pdsa were no more tributary to the operation of the change 
a > a, one may place the second lengthening process, in the Attic-Ionic area at 
least, approximately into the 9th cent. B.C. And most probably about that same time 
the functional loading of the new phoneme a in Attic was strengthened by the 
regressive shift of the high-open a to a after the preceding e, i, r e.g. in tied, olxia, 
X<0Q<*- In the Ionic of Asia Minor the high-open a may have already fused with the 
less open £, whereas in the other parts of the Attic-Ionic area it may have still existed 
as an independent phoneme. 

F) The great importance of the second lengthening consisted in the pronounced 
overloading of the universal long e-, o- vowels in some dialects which preserved their 
original long-vowel system of five long monophthongs even after the operation of 
this lengthening process. As it may be seen, none of these archaic dialects (probably 
not even Rhodes and Cos) seems to have been induced by the pressure of the second 
compensatory lengthening to abandon its old long-vowel system and create a new 
close £-/p-pair, but in several of these dialects the functional loading of the 
universal long e, o became extremely high. And this situation lead not long after 
the accomplishment of the second lengthening to the important spread of the 
, .northern" innovation type with seven (or eight) monophthongs to some neighbour
ing areas. The frontier between the two types was broken especially by the process 
of the isovocalic contraction of e + e, o + o, which presaged a further considerable 
increase in the frequency of the long e- and d- vowels, because this contraction was 
realized in all Greek dialects without exception. 

Moreover, this contraction process was undoubtedly in progress from rather 
early times. In some Greek dialects (see § 2a) its e- and o- results were possibly 
rather soon incorporated into the local mid-long e- and 5- pair; this occurred in the 
majority of the dialects belonging to the archaic type I and in Elis (type I A). In 
all the innovating dialects of the types II and II A (see § 2b), on the other hand, 
the e- and 6- results of this contraction were quite regularly incorporated into the 
local close pair, which phonological development possibly occurred before 
700 B.C., too. 

In some of the dialects possessing only one pair of e-/d- vowels, however (see § 2c), 
the universal mid-long e-/o- sounds were no more capable of absorbing the e-/o-
results of this contraction, and that is why these dialects entered the said results— 
apparently after some hesitation — into their long-vowel system as two entirely 
new independent phonemes of close p- and quality, while the mid-long e-/o- pair 
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was shifted at the same time into the open %jg for the sake of the symmetry of the 
long-vowel system. 

This innovating systemic transformation was accomplished—probably during 
the eighth and seventh centuries B.C.—in the south-eastern parts of the Greek-
speaking world, i.e. in the East Aegean Doric area—but not in the Theran colony 
Cyrene—, as well as in Western Argolid, and in the dialectally rather obscure 
Famphylia, which all areas joined then the systemic type II as a matter of fact. 
The said geographical distribution justifies us in drawing the conclusion that we 
meet here with a further, geographically quite well explainable spread of the innovat
ing systemic type with the two pairs of the e-jo- sounds to some more or less adjacent 
areas. This view finds corroboration also in the fact that we can discern a certain 
tendency towards this innovation development even in the oldest inscriptions from 
Central Crete. Cf. e.g. the difference between H in 6\nr\ke.v < *vphel/nm (i.e. with 
the first compensatory lengthening) and between E in Poa/iev < *kosmeen (i.e. 
with the contraction) in a very old Gortynian inscription GDI 4979. In Crete, 
nevertheless, this differentiation tendency later failed to assert itself. [And let us 
add that in Cyrene the motherly Theran strong tendency to side with the same inno
vation development left no traces at all.] 

In some of the above-mentioned dialects, more concretely in the East Aegean 
Doric area (cf. § lc), and in the beginning also Central Crete again had displayed 
the same tendency; the functional loading of the newly arisen close pair 
became, at approximately the same time, increased also by the accomplish
ment of the third compensatory lengthening of the type ksenwos > Jcsenos—perhaps 
on the example of the Ionic of Asia Minor and of the Cyclades (cf. § lb) with 
their likewise close £- and p-results of the third lengthening. On the other hand, in 
the Argolic of Argos (and perhaps generally in West Argolic [cf. § la]), the local 
e-fo- results of the third compensatory lengthening—which occurred there only, 
but nowhere in Eastern Argolid—became involved in the West Argolic open 
£-/p-pair (so that H may occur both in i&rjxe, r^l and in Sfjvog), while the 
close long quality became applied here to the contracted ejo only, e.g. in the 
genitive Innov. It seems so that it was just the third compensatory lengthening 
of the type ksenwos > Jcsenos that helped the old universal long ejo in Argos to 
attain its ultimate functional climax, so that the e-jo- results of the isovocalic 
contraction, which was possibly here somewhat later definitively accomplished, 
had to seek some other, i.e. closer phonemic assertion.—Let us add that the 
third compensatory lengthening was accomplished only in Argive (or in West 
Argolic in general), in Cretan and Cyrenaean (where the e-jo- results" were incor
porated after some hesitation into the local mid-long g-/0-pair), in the Ionic 
of Asia Minor and of the Cyclades, as well as in East Aegean Doric. 

Thus there did not originate a new systemic type as a product of the third compen
satory lengthening and the isovocalic contraction of e + e, o + o, the only thing 
that actually happened in our systemic schemes was the transposition of West Argo
lic, East Aegean Doric (Cyrenaean excluded), and Famphylian from the archaic 
long-vowel type with five monophthongs (Type I) to the innovation type with 
seven monophthongs (Type II). These changes brought about a considerable geo
graphical reduction of the archaic type No. I with five monophthongs, its realm 
being now restricted only to Arcadia (possibly with Cyprus), Thessalia, Boeotia, 
Lesbos, Laconia (with Messenia), Crete and Cyrene, in a word, practically to only 
either peripheral or otherwise more or less isolated areas, which fact appears in 
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full accord with the archaic character of this long-vowel systemic type (and the 
same, mutatis mutandis, may be said also about Elean with its half-archaic system 
of six long monophthongs). 

In contrast to it, "the innovating systemic types II, IIA experienced about that 
time still greater spread in that they not only incorporated W. Argolic, East Aegean 
Doric and Pampfaylian, but also that, by this time approximately at the latest, the 
high-open a arisen in Attic-Ionic from the primary a, or from the a produced by the 
first lengthening, i.e. in forms like stater, definitively fused with the less open £ 
in all the Attic-Ionic dialects, except those from some Cycladic islands, like Naxos, 
Keos and Amorgos. There from such words as the Naxian xaoiyverrj [V1J or as the 
Kean 'Iarlrji and KAevoyeveg from the same inscription fV], the phonemic difference 
between w (arisen from primary o and written here with H) and between the less 
open primary g (written here with E) may be deduced for the time as late as the 
fifth cent. B.C. This, of course, at the same time meant a very radical geographical 
limitation of the long-vowel system with eight long monophthongs (i.e. of type 
No. II A), which now remained restricted to Naxos, Keos and Amorgos, and perhaps 
to some other, less documented Cycladic islands. 

A considerable spread of the inovationn type with seven long monophthongs is, 
therefore, the most characteristic feature of the era that we are now discussing. This 
type was now prevailing to a considerable extent in the central and eastern areas 
of the Greek world of that time, for the space of its assertion stretched from the 
Greek north-west, across the Corinthian Gulf and the Isthmus of Corinth to the 
Saronic Gulf, then throughout its Corinthian, East Argolic, Megarian, Attic and 
Euboean neighbourhood, and further over the majority of the Aegean islands as 
faT as the central and southern parts of the west coast of Asia Minor, even to Pam-
phylia. Naturally, it is necessary to point out that the systemic uniformity in question 
w a s only an outer one, and that the functional loading and the historical phonic 
content of the single phonemes was not the same in all the enumerated dialects. 
In this respect we could roughly distinguish three groups within our Type II: 

i) the West Argolio-East Aegean Doric-PamphyUan group (with a certain stress 
on the open 5, this being the outcome of the former long adherence of these dialects 
to the archaic type with only five long monophthongs); 

ii) the Attic-Ionic one (with a functional stress on the open g as the result of the 
accomplished change a > a > §); 

iii) the East Argolic-Megarian-Corinthian-NorthWest group (without any special 
stress on phonemes mentioned sub i and ii). 

Let us add that this division and especially the distinction between subgroups 
i) and iii) appears as one of the most important classification differences inside the 
group of West Greek dialects. In general, we may divide the West Greek dialects 
according to their development of the long e- and o- sounds into the following three 
main groups, whose titles go partly back to the old division of the Doric dialects as 
made by H.L. Ahrens:2 

1. Doris severior, comprizing the dialects with only one e-jo- pair, i.e. Laconian, 
Messenian, Cretan, Cyrenaean, and possibly also Achaean (with the inclusion of 
the half-archaic Elean sub-group). 

2. Doris tnitior, comprizing the dialects with two e-jo- pairs going back to the 

2 H. L. Ahrens, De Graecae linguae dialectis II 5ff. 
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times of the first compensatory lengthening, i.e. North-West dialects, Corinthian, 
Megarian and East Argolic. 

3. Doris media, comprizing the dialects with two e-/o- pairs going back to the 
time of the fully completed isovocalic contraction, i.e. East Aegean Doric and West 
Argolic. 

G) By analyzing the above-discussed era we got approximately to the last years 
of the 8th cent. B.C.; this boundary represents upon the whole the beginning of 
a new period in the development of Greek dialects, i.e. a period supplying us with 
inscriptional documents. From this time onward we encounter continuously numer
ous systemic phenomena, which are for the most part impossible to differentiate 
from the chronological point of view quite properly. Especially with reference to 
some long-vowel changes we cannot even say for certain whether they originated 
in the 7th century or the 6th century or still later. And that is the reason why we 
shall choose for our next relatively safe point of orientation as late a date as the 
year 450 B.C. 

Before, however, starting a more detailed analysis of this space of time, we have 
to point out that we are going to enclose in the changes of systemic significance 
also such processes that led to the monophthongization of the diphthongs ei, ou. 
By doing so we do not mean to say that these two diphthongs possibly had the value 
of independent phonemes, but rather to point out the fact that the monophthongal 
products arisen from ei, ou contributed in some way to the functional loading of the 
monophthongs already existing. 

Therefore, we may say that within the space of time between 700 and 450 B. C. 
there occurred most likely the following five long-vovel system changes of systemic 
significance (see our schemes G1 and G2): 

1. the Thessalian shift of the local universal e, o to the close position of $, 0 (cf. 
e.g. ueC = firj, ISovxe = Idcoxe); 

2. the early monophthongization of the diphthongs ei, ou in a number of dialects; 
3. the Attic-Ionic (but not Euboean) change u > u (with the parallel short-

vowel change u > u); 
4. —5. the sporadically documented tendency to shift the close B, 0 to i, U (cf. 

early Argive xeXtxo, a<paiglo&ai and early Corinth. 'AxiMeovg). 
As to the early monophthongization of the diphthongs ei, ou, we do not find any 

safe documents of the accomplishment of this phonic process before 450 B.C. (and 
most probably neither before 350 B.C.) in Arcadian, Cypriot, Lesbian, Elean, Laco-
nian (nor Messenian), in Cretan and Cyrenaean, that is to say in the majority of the 
dialects belonging to two most archaic groups of the long-vowel systemic develop
ment, i.e. to types I and IA sub F. From among these two groups it is only Thessalian 
and Boeotian that accomplished this early monophthongization process with close 

results: Boeotian (see Type II sub G1 and G2) developed in this way a quite 
new close #-/(5- pair, ousting at the same time the local mid-long e, 6 to the position 
of the open g and g and enlarging in this way still more the number of dialects with 
seven long monophthongs, whereas in Thessalian (see Type I B) a special three-grade 
long-vowel system originated, as the local monophthongization od ei, ou was preceded 
by the narrowing tendency e > s, o > 5, so that in Thessaly the number of the long-
vowel phonemes did not increase. In all the other Greek dialects, displaying already 
before that time the innovating long-vowel system with two e-jo- pairs, the two 
monophthongization processes were accomplished regularly, entering their close 
c-/5- results in the close phonemic pair and increasing in this way its functional 
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loading. — This was the situation registered in our scheme Gl which has the character 
of an auxiliary and partial survey of a chronologically complicated set of problems, 
concerning the long-vowel development between 700 and 450 B.C. 

In the course of the phonemic development in this whole space of time, even the 
innovating system of seven long monophthongs was affected by serious losses. It is 
true, it was strengthened by Boeotian, but this accession was a transient one, as the 
phonic content of its close s, 0 was comparatively small, comprizing only those 
monophthongs that originated from the former ei, cm, and was incapable of retarding 
a subsequent shift of this s, $ to t, u (see below H 2). But, on the other hand, the 
innovating type No. II lost before 450 B.C. a great part of the Attic-Ionic area, and 
most probably also the dialects of Corinthia and Argos (if not that of the whole 
Western Argohd). 

The first of the two losses concerned Attica, the Ionic Cyclades and the Ionic area 
of Asia Minor, where as early as in the 7th or 6th centuries B.C. the local long, or 
also short, a was shifted to the central position of u, or # (see Type III sub 62). 
By the accomplishment of this change there arose for the first time in the Greek-
speaking world a long-vowel system with a central u that is to say with a phonic 
quality which later became for a number of centuries a typical feature of Hellenistic 
Greek. The Attic-Ionic area split in this way into three systemic types: Euboea 
remained true to the older innovating type with seven monophthongs, including the 
preserved unchanged w (see Type II). Attica together with Ionia, and perhaps with 
some Cycladic islands, separated from this type by creating a kind of its C-variant 
(see Type III). And the area of the islands Naxos, Eeos and Amorgos rearranged its 
hitherto existing system of eight monophthongs, shifting its « to &, but possibly 
still maintaining its ae (see Type III A mentioned sub NJB.). Whereas the last of the 
three sub-types was bound rather soon to fuse with the second of them, i.e. with 
Type III, a feature of outstanding significance was above all the fact that Euboean 
was now distinctly isolated from the rest of the Attic-Ionic world and this isolation 
appears to have been prospectively a long-lasting one. 

Th# second set of phonological changes which meant another significant loss for 
the type II were the first indications of the narrowing processes of close j to £ and 
of close 3 to w. We have in mind partly the Argive forms such as reX~tTO instead of 
rekelro} and &<paiQio&cu instead of dqiaigela&ai, and partly the Corinthian forms 
such as the nominative of sing. 'A%IXXEOV<; with the digraph OY in the last syllable, 
indicating a very close pronunciation of the monophthong rendered by this digraph. 
On the contrary, we have no documents proving either the accomplishment of the 
2 > i narrowing process in Corinthian or that of (5 to u in Argive. Nevertheless, we 
are hardly justified in evaluating the situation in both these dialects in quite the 
parallel way: 

In Corinthian (see Type IV) the change g > u reduced the number of phonemes 
on the back long-vowel axis, creating thus a situation which from the systemic point 
of view, to be sure, was asymmetrical, but corresponded well with the articulation 
capacity in the oral cavity, which is said to be larger on the front axis than on the 
back articulation axis.3 It was perhaps just a question of time before full symmetry 
would be restored in this system, but taking into account the said articulation 
inequality in the oral cavity we might be justified in admitting the accomplishment 
of the change B > I only on the basis of convincing linguistic documentation, and 

3 A. Martinet, ficonomie des changements phon6tiques, Berne 1955, pp. 95ff. 
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such a sufficient linguistic documentation is missing in Corinthian within the space 
of time until 350 B.C. so far. Thus the only positive conclusion we can draw is that 
in Corinthian there had been formed a simplified long-vowel system with four front 
phonemes and three back ones as early as in the 7th cent. B.C., while for any further 
simplification of that system we have so far failed to find satisfactory substantia
tion. 

In contrast to it, the systemic situation in Argos (see Type V) presented a some
what different picture. If, on the basis of documentary material, we took by the 
year 450 B.C. for granted the existence of a system with three front phonemes and 
four back ones, it would mean endorsing a view which is in direct opposition to the 
current theory about the said articulation capacities of the oral cavity, because in 
that case the shorter articulation axis (i.e. the back axis) would have to accommodate 
four phonemes, while the longer front axis would carry only three. Thus it appears 
probable that in Argos there had by that time likely been accomplished both the 
discussed changes, i. e. both that of 0 > i as well as that of p > u, while the fact 
that we are short of documentation of the second change is probably a mere matter 
of chance, and this would, of course, imply the necessity of assuming in the Argolic 
of Argos (and possibly in the whole Western Argolid) as early as about 450B.C. — or 
shortly after — the existence of a symmetrically balanced systemic type with five 
long monophthongs. 

All this means, therefore, that Corinthian and West Argolic struck out a new 
path towards acquiring once more the character of a three-grade long-vowel system. 
Especially in Argos rather early a new, fully three-grade system originated, with 
a somewhat shifted, and more evenly distributed functional loading of the single 
long monophthongs — this concerning chiefly the long I and u sounds, which had 
been slightly loaded in the archaic three-grade system, but whose frequency in Argos 
substantially increased after the local i and u had absorbed the local close ? and p. 
[We have denoted this systemic type in our survey sub G2 as Type V, or as 
Type I* with an asterisk.] 

H—/ During the two remaining periods, which we shall discuss here very briefly, 
the long-vowel systemic development proceeded in the Greek dialects for the most 
part along the paths that it struck out in the preceding phases of evolution. In the 
first of the two periods, i.e. between 450—400 B.C. (see stage H), two systemic 
changes were accomplished, firstly (see H 1), the Cycladic shift of the archaic high-
open a to £ on Naxos, Keos and Amorgos, which meant only the definite liquidation 
of the rather unbalanced eight-monophthongs system No. I l l A; and secondly (see 
H 2), the Boeotian close and p- sounds, which had originated here from the diph
thongs eifou not long before, were narrowed into i and w. By the accomplishment of 
this narrowing process Boeotian got now associated — even if for a short time 
only — with the West Argolic radical innovation type No. V with five long mono
phthongs, in which the frequency of its phonemic members was rather evenly 
distributed. Otherwise the majority of the hitherto existing types remained unaltered. 

Finally we come to the last period of our investigation, i. e. to the era between 
400 and 350 B.C. (see stage /). It comprizes two systemic changes, first (see I 1) 
the Attic-Ionic (but not Euboean) shift of the local close p to the vacant position 
of u (cf. Type III), and secondly the important Boeotian monophthongization of ai 
to \ (see / 2), which was the first case of the monophthongization of this diphthong in 
the Greek world and represented a foretoken of a similar phonic change that 
the Hellenistic Greek was undergoing considerably later. By accomplishing this 



Table I. The long-vowel system development in schematic Burveyt 

A. The assumed proto-Greek system 
t u Note: First compensatory lengthening of the type *esmi > end, *bolsa > bold was possibly accomplished in 

e 0 Mycenaean (i.e. Peloponnesian Achaean) already, its e-/6-results having fused with primary efo; of. 
a -o-pe-ro-si ophelonsil < *ophdn-. 

B. 12th-llth cent. B.C. 
Elean change e > cb: cf. Elean pd, la, documented already in the earliest inscriptiops besides the' common Greek fit, etc; this opening 
process was prior to the first compensatory lengthening in Elean {see sub C) and its resulting CB was not identical with the phoneme a (the 
primary a was never reproduced by E or H). 

Type I Type IA (Elis) Characterization: Separation of Elean. 

a CB a 
ca. 1000 B.C. (or a little earlier) 
First compensatory lengthening of the type *e»mi > emi, bolsd > bola with following documentation: 
a) with e-/d-reBults having fused with the primary e/o in the majority of Peloponnesian and Aegean Doric dialects, in Arc.(-Cypr. ?) and Boeot.: 

fjfii = Sfhpce; $wto. = ISmxe (as written in the Ionic alphabet) 
b) with close £-/6-results of this lengthening, constituting an entirely new £-/S-pair in North-West dialects, Saronic Doric (= Corinth., Megar., 

East Argol.) and Att.-Ion.: el/jU ^ £fii)xe; fiovXd, -rj =£ ifkoxe 
c) with an entirely new phonemic e-result in Elean, filling the gap between ae and'I 

fkoM. = i&tottt 
d) not accomplished at all in Thess. and Leab.: ififii, §oXXa (with gemination). 
Type I Type IA (Elis) Type II (North-West, Saron., Att.-lon.) 
t H i u i u 

e 6 l b 1 0 
A <E a I P 

a 
ca. 900 B.C. 
Attic-Ionic change a > CB, which is younger than the first lengthening -(cf. A. -I.ortjiljj < staid < 
ing (cf. A.-I. naaa < pcmaa < *pantja; see sub E); the resulting at did not fuse with \ so far. 

Type I Type IA (Elis) Type II (N-W, Saron.) Type IIA (A-I) 

while the d-result fused with the primary 6: 

Characterization: Origination of a 
large systemic isogloss with two pairs of 
j-/o-pnonemes in the area of Corinthian 
and Saronic Gulfe. 

*stalna), but older than the second lengthen-

% u 
I 5 

a 

Characterization: Temporary separa
tion of Attic-Ionic from Type II. 



E . ca. 800 B.C. 
Second compensatory lengthening of the type pansa > fata, tans > tat, pheronm > pherota, tons > tot, -ent(a) > -es(a) with the 

following documentation: 
a) folly accomplished a) in all dialects of the types DII and DIIA with close ?-/p-regulte: qiigovaa, tot!? — fiovld, rj i= ISwxe 

P) in Lac., Mess., Boeot., and possibly in Achaea and Pamphylia with e-/o-results having fused with the mid-long primary 
e/6: tp&QOtaa, TWS = fiaiki = iSonce 

b) accomplished only medially with the mid-long results a) in East Aegean Doric, in W. and E. Cretan: tptqioaa. (occasionally tpioovaa) x roc 
(I) in Elis: <pd@a>oa x TOIQ (and early r6g = tonst) 

c) a compensatory diphthong originated a) in all positions on Lesbos: tpiootaa, rolg 
/?) medially in Cyrene (and sporad. on There): yiootoa x T6$ 
y) terminally in Elis: tpiotoaa x XOIQ (and re!?) 

d) not accomplished at all in Thess., Centr. Cret., West Argol., Arcad.: yloovoa, r6(v)g. 
Note: In Attic-Ionic (type IIA) a new d-phoneme originated through this lengthening (e.g. in naaa), after the primary a had been shifted to 

ct (see sub D). In Attic this new a was soon strengthened by the d arising from m in fee, ex, ME through the regressive shift. — The 
Attic-Ionic de got fused with g before 700 B.C. at the latest — except some Cycladio islands (Keos, Nazos, Amorgos), where the phonemic 
difference between m (from the primary a) and % (from the primary i) may be established for the time as late as the 5th cent. B.C.: 
xtiatyvSTT) (Naxos, VI B.C.), or 'IOTITJI beside KXevoyiviz (Keos, V). 

Type 1 Type IA (Elis) Type II (N-W, Saron.) Type IIA (A-I) Characterization: In the dialects dispos-
i u i v i a i u iog of only one e-/d-pair, the realization of 

t o i d ? f» c O the second lengthening was more or less 
a a a ? ? % 1 reduced, or fully blocked, by the too ex

it at a cessive functional loading of their universal 
e-/o-sounds. 

F. ca. 700 B.C. (in the case of 2a and 2b possibly well before this date) 
1. Third compensatory lengthening of the type ktenwot > ksenos, (h)orwos > (h)6ros with the following rather limited documentation: 

a) with e-/d-results having fused with the primary e/6 in Cret., Cyren. and W. Argolic: (fjvog, (boot; 
b) with close e-/6-results, identical with those of the older lengthenings, in the Ionic of the Cyclades and of Asia Minor: Seivog, (riJoog 
c) with close e-/6-results, constituting together with the results of the isovocalic contraction (see sub F 2) an entirely new ?-/(J-pair, in East 

Aegean Doric: ieivos, oiooq. 
2. Isovocalic contraction of e + e, o+o (type *philee > phile, *kippoo > hippo) was accomplished in the whole Greek world with different 

e-/o-results: 
a) with e-/6-results having fused with the primary e/6 in the majority of the dialects of type I (and with the mid-long e/6 in Elean): 

Inmo (but innoi in Thess.) = (boos (if lengthened at all) = (pegtooa (if lengthened at all) = firnXd (if lengthened) = Idatxe (but Thess. Sdomte, 
sec G') 

b) with close e-/d-results, identical with those of the compensatory lengthenings, in all the dialects of types II and IIA: 
tnnov = otiooq (it lengthened at all) = <pigovaa - fiovAa, -») •/ Idatxe 

c) with close e-/o-results, constituting an entirely new e-/d-pair 
a) together with the results of the third lengthening in East Aegean Doric (and, besides, in Pamphylian): Innov = OHOOQ ^ (pigtoaa 

(occasionally, however, also <pigovaa) = pioXd = Idatxe 
fi) in contrast to the results of this lengthening in W. Argolic: Innov ^ &QOQ (but <pigovaa) = (tioXd = idwxe. 



3. Ful l accomplishment of the Att.-Ion. change a > <B > \ outside Keoe, Naxos, Amorgos. 

Type I (Arc.-Cypr., 
Aeol., 
Lac.-Mesa., 
Cret., Cyren.) • 

Type IA (Elia) 
i u 

Type II 

\ 5 

(N-W, Saron.; 
A-I exc. 
Naxos etc.; 
E . Aeg. D., 
W. Arg., Pamph.) 

Type IIA (Naxos etc.) Characterization: Con
siderable expansion of 
type II: further spread of 
the 'northern' innovation 
systemic isogloss with two 
e-/6-pairs to oertain neigh
bouring areas; temporary 
inclusion of most of the 
Attic-Ionic area. 

G>) Partial view of the situation after the early monophthongization of ei/ou (before 450 B.C.) 

1, TheBsalian narrowing of primary e, o into 8, 0: cf. pel = pr\, iSovxe = IScaxe 
(this change was prior to the local monophthongization of ei/ou). 

2. The early monophthongization of ei/ou into close 8/3 in all the dialeota of the types II and TIA, as well as in Thess. and Boeot.: of. 
Ion. i IUV (VI B.C.), Corinth. IloxlSa.- (VII); but cf. esp. the early writing of close 8/5 by means of the spelling EI/OY, e.g. in elpl, rov. 
— On the other hand, in most of the dialects of types I and IA the said monophthongization cannot be safely proved even muoh later. 

Type I (A.-C.,Lesb., Type IA (El.) Type IB (Th.) Type II (N-W, Saron.; Type IIA (Naxos 
t u Lao.-Mess., * u I u t u A-I exc. t u etc.) 

e 6 Cret., Cyren.) e 6 ?l $K 1 0 Naxos..; 8 0 

' ' * ! _ i H . M W. Arg., M ma M 
a Pamph.; 

Boeot.) 

G*) ca. 450 B.C. 

1. Attic-Ionic change u > 0 (exc. Euboea). 

2. First indications of the narrowing preoess a < u: cf. the early Corinth. 'A£fiAsovg (Vtl) in nom. sing. 

3. FirBt indications of the narrowing process 8 > i : cf. the early Argive TBUTO, dcpaiQuriku (V pars pr.). 

Note: In Argos the change a > u is not directly documented, but owing to the probable fact that for physiological reasons the shift of 8 > i 
preceded that of 8 > », one may take for granted the early Argive (or possibly West Argolio in general) accomplishment of both said 
changes. 



Type I (A-C, Type IA (El.) Type IB (Th.) Type II (N-W, Megar., Type III (A-I Type TV (Cor.) Type V=I*(W. Arg.) 
t fi Lesb., » u I u % u E - - ^ - i e l c - E n b - ) i « » u 

I 6 Lac., t o i n e 0 Eub.; i a e - e 6 
o Mess.. « a ' . ' £ ? ' E - A « g - D ; ? ? " * " a 

Cret., ° i Pamph.; { Q „ 
Cyren.) Boeot.) 5 

N.B.: For technical reasons we left out type Mo. I l l A, which is the 'Naxian' variant of type Mo. I l l (still with S, but already with fi). 
Characterization: Definite separation of Attic-Ionic (ezc. Euboean) from type Mo. II; first indications of the liquidation of the second 
e-/o-pair by closing ?/8 into t/fi. 

H) ca. 400 B.C. 

1. Cycladean shift S > § (Mazos, Keos, Amorgos). 

2. Boeotian narrowing process I > i, 6 > u: cf. ni&agxoe (as to 8 > u, see Note to Cr2). 

Type I (A-C, Type IA (El.) Type IB (Th.) Type II (N-W,Megar., Type III (A-I Type IV(Cor.) Type V = I* (W. Arg.; 
Lesb., E . Arg.; exc. Eub.) Boeot.) 

i u Lac., i u i u i fiEub.; » fi / i u i u 
e 6. Mess., t o I 0 I E . Aeg. D.; 1 6 f. i d 

a Cret., ce a . i Q Pamph.) % Q § a 
Cyren.) a a a 

Mote: The limited Corinthian'documentation does not allow us to conclude how long the local system maintained its validity. 
Characterization: Further indications of the tendency to liquidate the second e-/°-pair. 

I) ca. 350 B.C. 

1. Attic-Ionio narrowing process g > u (ezc. Eub.); cf. the fact that Boeotian borrowed the Ionic spelling OY for its u (e.g. in XQOWiko) 
before 360 B.C. by way of Attica. 

2. Boeotian monophthongization at > f: 
Type I (A-C, Type IA (El.) Type IB (Th.) Type II (N-W, Megar., Type III (A-I Type IV (Cor.) IV* (Boeot.) V [=1*] 

Lesb., t u » ii % E . Arg.; ezc. Eub.) (W. Arg.) 
» u Lac., e 6 2 5 i 5 Eub.; i f i u t u i u % u 

e 6 Mess., cea . \ g E. Aeg. D.; i . e . i . t o 
a Cret., a Pamph.) f \ \ a 

Cyren.) a a ~ a 
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Table II. The pronunciation of the primary and the secondary e-/o-vowels about 700 B.C. (the 
linguistic evidence, however, is written in the later Ionic alphabet, consistently distinguishing 
H from EI and from OY). 

(Arc, Aeol., Lac, Mess., Cret.. Cyren.) 
IA 

(Elean) 

Primary e/d 
1st length. 

2nd length. 

3rd length. 
Contraction 

ejd: Hhpte 
>W/o 
f/0 
T/0 
$ffr>o$ 
i<flkr\ 

ce: *l&coee, fia 
t [from primary ej 

tdtoxe Idaine 
fyd paid 

tfdgioaa/O 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

tnjtm ifplXt) Inntn 

II 

(West Argolic) 

II 

(East Aegean Doric, Pamph.) 

Primary e/fl 
1st length. 

2nd length. 

3rd length. 
Contraction 

{ : 

idwxe 
fia>\d 
0 
0 

(bgog 
?/{>: i<ptXei 

fig: tdrpte 

t 
0 

itplXei 

Idwxe 
PmXd 

0(T<I>S Pa.) 

tnnov 

II 

(North-West Greek; 
Corinth., Meg., East Arg.) 

Primary ejO tig: Khjxe Idaate 
lat length. fhvXd 

2nd length. 
i -tiaa 
\ » 

ipigovaa 
TOV$ 

3rd length. 0 0 
Contraction ttplXct 17T7WV 

IIA 

(Attic—Ionic area) 

[ + vlterj 
from primary d] 

1[u: tfh)xe IScoxe 
5/(5: eifil (lovArj 

-eiaa tpeQOvaa 
-eig xovf 

iqilXei Innov 

change Boeotian separated then from the West Argolic systemic type, producing 
its own systemic formation of six monophthongs (see Type IV* with an asterisk), 
which outwardly appears to resemble the Corinthian system, but which was entirely 
different if the historical content of the individual phonemes in Boeotian is taken 
into account. In this respect, Boeotian of the middle of the 4th cent. B.C. actually 
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turns out to be the most progressive among the Greek dialects from the point of view 
of its long-vowel system development. 

Having discussed these changes, we have reached the chronological boundary 
of 350 B.C. This date is the terminus of our investigation. About the middle of the 
4th century B.C. every attempt to outline a complex picture of the long-vowel 
systemic situation in the Greek dialectal world becomes a problematic task because 
subsequent to this time limit we can no more differentiate consistently the truly 
dialectal phonetic changes, occurring within each individual area, from various 
supradialectal levelling tendencies. 

K P A T K H f l O B 3 0 P P A 3 B H T H H flPEBHErPEMECKOfl C H C T E M b I 
flOJirnx T J I A C H M X ( A J I H A H A A K T H H E C K H X U E J I E A ) 

ABTOP naeT KpaTKHH oo3op rjiaBBhix 4epT pasBHTHfl A p e B H e r p e i e c K o a CHGTCMIJ AOJIIHX 
r J i a c H U x (c p a c i e T O M ua ero ynoTpe6neHHe B eyaax) , conpoBOHwan eBoe H3JiOHteHHe Ha>-
rjTHjmtJMH Ta6j innaMH. 

S T R U C N Y P R E H L E D V Y V O J E 
S T A R O R E C K E H O D L Q U H O V O K A L I C K E H O S Y S T E M U 

P R O D I D A K T I C K E U C E L Y 

Autor podava v stru5n6m pfehledu rozbor hlavnich v^vojovyoh rysu starofeck6ho dlouho-
vokalick£ho syst̂ mu — s urienim pro aplikaci ve vysoko5kolsk6 vfucv — a doprovazi avfij 
vyklad pfehlednymi tabulkami. 




